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Introduction
 The southern boundary of the original “T shaped” Freeman land claim comprising Homestead National Monu-
ment of America, near Beatrice, Nebraska, is marked by three-quarters mile of Osage-orange (Maclura pomifera) hedge-
row (Figure 1).  Planted by Freeman circa 1875, these trees filled two important pioneer needs, boundary demarcation 
and fencing.  Other benefits also accrued over time such as wind protection and fuel and fence post  production.  It can be 
argued in settling the Great Plains with its limited woodlands, that hedgerows represent a pioneer structure and resource 
as critical as the dwelling, road, windmill, and plow. 
Figure 1.  “T-shaped” layout of the original 3 forty acre parcels of the Freeman Homestead.  (From the Cultural Landscape Report, 
LCA 2000) 
  Overview of the project
 This hedgerow management project follows from the analysis and recommendations of the 2000 Cultural Land-
scape Report by Land and Community Associates.  That report recommended:
• Elimination of the invasion of the hedge by eastern redcedar and shrubs. 
• Rehabilitation of historic Osage-orange hedgerow through selective removal of existing trees and the planting of new 
trees along the length of the south HNMA boundary.
• Maintenance and replenishment  of the Osage-orange hedge; plan[ning] for its over maturity and associated vegetative 
losses through propagating, grafting and/or replanting.
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 Goals and Objectives
 This management project report is in direct response to the above recommendations.  Its goals and objectives 
listed below are to: 
 • Review and analyze the recommendations in the cultural landscape report.
 • Preserve the historic Osage-orange hedgerow structure
  Inventory the Osage-orange plants in the hedgerow north of the boundary fence
  Assess the condition, size, age and location of the individuals that make up the 
  hedgerow
 • Propose a monitoring protocol and timetable.
 • Analyze the impact to and from the adjacent land use context.
  Storm water run off and erosion
  Sunlight competition
  Moisture sapping by tree roots
  Reservoir of invading species
  Wildlife habitat and corridor
  Visual barrier
 • Recommend procedures, practices and scheduling of sustainable hedgerow maintenance
 • Recommend alternatives that 
  address ecological and sustainable management
  address hedgerow continuity
  use the interpretive potential of the hedgerow
  identify opportunities for connection to the new visitor center site
Figure 2.  Air photo of Homestead National Monument of America.  The Osage-orange hedgerow is the left to right linear feature 
toward the bottom of the page.  No scale.  (Source NDOR March 1985)
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Process
 The hedgerow was inventoried and assessed.  HNMA managers reviewed goals and objectives and earlier man-
agement project drafts then selected alternatives.  In this document, detailed recommendations and schedules are made for 
the maintenance and management of the hedgerow.   Implementation of the recommendations can then become part of the 
annual budgeting and maintenance plan for HNMA.
Hedgerow Inventory
 The south HNMA boundary was examined in July of 2004 and in March and May of 2005.   Information was 
taken on the extant Osage-orange trees and recorded.   That information is summarized in Table 1 (Appendix 1) and was 
analyzed to provide a baseline for the hedgerowʼs future management.   
 The data was collected in the following categories: Tree ID Number, Waypoint, Distance between specimens in 
feet, Potter Number, Largest Stem Size, Tree Condition, Number of Stems, and a Photograph Numbered for each speci-
men.  Also several samples of growth rings were taken by increment borer and analyzed for annual growth rings and then 
used to estimate specimen age (Appendix 3).  The inherently hard wood of the Osage-orange thwarted many attempts to 
get complete core samples.  
Tree number:  Each live, Osage-orange tree was given a unique, sequential number starting at the west end.  With one ex-
ception, only those trees north of the property line fence were numbered.  This numbering system may need revision since 
three  dead trees were numbered.
Figure 3.  Topography of Homestead National Monument.  (From 7-1/2  minute USGS  Quad, Beatrice West Nebraska, 1957, Photo-
revised 1980)  
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Distance between specimens;  The distance between specimens was either estimated or measured so that a map of the their 
locations could be created.
Potter number:  As could be best determined, the plant numbers used by David L. Potter in his 1995 Hedgerow survey 
are included for reference.  Potter included dead and stump specimens of Osage-orange and other woody plants in the 
hedgerow and as well, specimens to the south of the fence.  Most of the dead and non-Osage-orange specimens have been 
removed in the last 9 years.
Largest stem size:  Many of the specimens of Osage-orange are stump sprouts.   When it logically could be determined 
that a group of stems was connected to the same root system, each stem was not counted as a single plant, instead, within 
such a group of stems only the largest live stem was measured.   A tape was placed around the trunk and its circumfer-
ence measured as close as possible to four and one-half feet from the ground surface to get circumference at breast height 
(cbh).  The table shows the cbh converted into diameter at breast height (dbh).
Plant condition:  An assessment of the plantʼs condition was made. The condition class represents a best professional 
judgment. It varies from that determined by Potter.  The existing specimens generally are in better condition than noted 
by Potter.  These revised conditions are based on vigor of new shoots, lack of fatal or near fatal defects such as center rot 
or insect damage (particularly carpenter ants) and lack of over-topping by other plants. Potter based his conditions mainly 
on the amount of dead wood.  This can be misleading, since in close-grown situations it is not unusual for a very healthy 
Osage-orange tree to have some dead branches. Osage-orange wood is inherently strong and resistant to decay, a good 
deal of dead material still can be associated with a vigorous tree in good condition.
Number of stems:  The number of stems associated with a root system were counted and recorded.
Increment boring:  Not all plants were subjected to sampling for their growth rings. Some borings were incomplete.   An 
estimate of the sprout date after the last cut was obtained by measuring and averaging the annual growth ring increments, 
then projecting that average over the un-bored trunk radius (Appendix 3).  Bore samples were glued into larger blocks, 
sanded and then scanned.  The scans of the rings were dated by year measured and recorded.   The ages assigned are only 
estimates but still help approximate the age of the hedgerow since its last cutting.
Photographs; In most instances the plant was photographed from the north side.  Occasionally heavy foliage required 
that the photos be taken at angles from the northwest or northeast.  More than one specimen occasionally occurred in one 
photograph.  The photos were taken with a Nikon CoolPix 4300 camera. These tree photos were saved as .jpg files are 
included in the final submittal for HNMA archives as a CD.
Way point:  Using a Garmin 12 GPS locator the Long/Lat location of each specimen and several benchmarks was taken.   
Due to satellite coverage and over-hanging canopies, the readings are not reliable or precise enough for mapping. (See 
Appendix 4.)
Inventory procedures
 The data gathered on the Osage-orange hedgerow specimens was collected during July 2004 and revised follow-
ing field checks in March and May of 2005. Starting at the west end near SW 89 Road, all Osage-orange trees north of the 
fence line were located, examined, photographed and measured.  The data was noted on field sheets and  later transferred 
to an EXCEL spread sheet.  Notes and comments about the tree and pertinent surroundings (e.g. bench marks) were re-
corded.   Appendix 2 is a combination data sheet, segment location map and tree “mug shot”.
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Limitations on the data
 With the exception of the west 1081 feet of hedgerow, most distances between trees were estimated visually. 
Where the Potter number could be reasonably ascertained, the distance between trees was used from that document.  The 
longitude/latitude data read by the GPS unit were not accurate enough to be used in mapping.  Field checking required 
that additional measurements and revisions be made, with a measuring wheel.  The estimated stem age from the increment 
borings  comes from only five samples.   In a couple instances dead trees were logged in and recorded, later only to be 
discovered as dead when they were assessed for condition.  These have been left an assigned number so as to accurately 
match the GPS waypoint readings.
Analysis of the Hedgerow
Revisiting Cultural Landscape Report
These are the recommendations by the LCA (2000) report:
 • Elimination of the invasion of the hedge by eastern redcedar and shrubs.
 • Rehabilitation of historic Osage-orange hedgerow through selective removal of existing trees and the planting of 
 new trees along the length of the south HNMA boundary.
 • Maintenance and replenishment  of the Osage-orange hedge; plan[ning] for its over maturity and associated 
 vegetative losses through propagating, grafting and/or replanting. (LCA 2000)
Table 1. Data Summary Appendix 1  (For full table see Appendix 1): 
Average distance between Osage-orange plants   13.9ʼ
(Note, this distance is over-estimated because of several large gaps be-
tween plants.  When the largest 16 distances are removed from the data, 
the average distance between plants is reduced dramatically.
Average distance between Osage-orange plants (259 plants) 11.24ʼ
Average diameter of largest stems 1.02ʼ
Condition Class Numbers Class Number of Plants
Good 187
Good to Fair  41
Fair  20
Fair to Poor    9
Poor    7
Dead    3
Total 267
Number of stems Stems Number of Plants
1   77
2   76
3   51
4   28
5    8
6   12
7    2
8    3
Many small suckers    7
Total 264
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 Since 2000 a complement of woody shrubs have been removed from the hedgerow.  Other trees such as hackberry 
(Celtis occidentalis),  green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), elm (Ulmus americana, U. pumila), cottonwood (Populus del-
toides), honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos) and mulberry (Morus alba tatarica) have also been removed. (Potter 1995)   A 
couple of notable exceptions to removal are very large specimens: a hackberry located at 517 feet, cottonwood at 593 feet 
and a hackberry at 1457 feet west of SW corner post.  (The cottonwood is most likely the tall tree shown at the right of 
Figure 25 p. 107 of the 2000 Cultural Landscape Report reproduced below as Figure 4 .) 
Figure 4.  Large cottonwood in hedgerow, 1937.  (From HNMA photo in Cultural Landscape Report, LCA 2000)  
 It is unlikely that any woody plant invasion can be halted completely. Regular rounds of removal in the future 
could simulate pioneer hedge maintenance.  There has been no selective thinning or replanting of Osage-range in the 
hedge.  However, as witnessed by the scattered reproduction of Osage-orange south of the fence, it may be inferred that 
some natural reproduction may have occurred in the hedgerow.  (E.g., Trees number 193 and  206 are not in line with the 
fence, offset to the north, and not part of a stump sprout group.)
 Gaps and spacing in the hedge vary along its length.  Along the south boundary of the West Forty for example, 
large gaps occur between specimens, though in a somewhat regular fashion (see Sheet 1 of Appendix 2).  The first 1125 
feet of the Middle Forty has a dense spacing (Sheets 1 & 2 Appendix 2). The distances between plants and gaps then 
increase for the next 375 feet before decreasing again (see Sheet 3).Appendix 2).  The west end of the East Forty has sev-
eral gaps but also some of the most densely spaced specimens in the entire hedgerow (see Sheet 4 Appendix 2). The east 
end of the south boundary in the East Forty has the largest gaps and least dense spacing (see Sheets 4 and 5 Appendix 2). 
Sometimes the spacing may relate to the topographic position of the hedgerow segments and their aspect.
 The age of the hedgerow (about 130 years) is at best a guess.  The bulk of hedgerow planting occurred in south-
eastern Nebraska before 1885 when the barbed wire fence became more common.  Little information is available on the 
labor-intensive practice of training a hedge.  Warderʼs topical book (Figures 5 and 6) from that period describes how to 
plant and maintain a, “Horse high, bull strong and pig tight” hedge.  That technique is different from those now in use in 
Britain and Normandy.
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Figure 5.  Plashing and weaving technique.  From Warden, 1865
Figure 6.  Ideal hedge cross-section From Warden, 1865
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 More than likely none of the existing Osage-orange stem specimens are original, but most likely are stump sprouts 
(Figures 9 and 10).  These sprouts would have occurred after harvesting of Osage-orange for posts to support barbed wire 
in other fences.  From the size of the hedge in historical photos (Figures 4, 7, and 8) shown in the 2000 Cultural Land-
scape Report, (Figures 25 p 2-107 (1937), 23 p 2-106 (1937) and Figure 30, p 2-108(1942)), it is likely that the hedge was 
cut  during the 1920ʼs and it may have been harvested for posts selectively for individuals or clearcut in sections  If the 
first assumption is true then the existing stems should be about 80 years old in 2005. It is unknown what the life-span and 
regenerative capacity of Osage-orange roots might be, but under good growing conditions the stems might survive for 200 
years.  Figure 9 below also shows that in 1942, after years of drought, that the hedge was open enough that fence posts 
(presumably with barbed wire) were being used along it.
 Dendro-chronology is a technique for estimating the age of a tree by counting its annual growth rings.   In some 
instances inferences about past climatic conditions can be made by looking at the size, spacing and sequence of the growth 
rings.  Increment borer samples of five, large Osage-orange specimens were taken in the hedgerow.   The dates of sprout-
ing for the specimens bored support the assumption that some cutting of the hedgerow occurred in the 1920 sʼ or 1930ʼs 
(Appendix 3).
 Competition for light and water were the main reasons for removal of other woody plants from the hedgerow as 
recommend in the 2000 Cultural Landscape Report.  Osage-orange is a species that is not tolerant of shading or of water-
logged soils, but is very tolerant of poor, dry soils.  However, it will grow best in rich bottomlands.  It should not be sur-
prising therefore that Cub Creekʼs riparian area along the south boundary of the West Forty has the largest group of large 
Osage orange.  (See Figure 7) Also where drainage swales cross the hedge in the Middle Forty there are also several large 
diameter trees that have responded favorably to additional moisture.
Figure 7. Hedge in background of Cub Creek in West Forty.  Arrow points to hedge.  The Osage-orange trees in this area while large, 
are being overtopped by riparian species such as hackberry. (HNMA photo 1937 from Cultural Landscape Report, LCA 2000)
 The condition of hedgerow trees as indicated by the data summary (Table 1) is good.   Over eighty percent of 
the trees were judged to be in good or good-fair condition.  The biggest threats to plant condition are: overtopping and 
shading, carpenter ants and mechanical damage done by imbedded fence wire or severe wind storms.  Though difficult to 
quantify or gauge, removal of competing woody plants would serve to increase vigor in the Osage-orange.
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 Figure 8.  Check dams in the Middle Forty with sprouting hedgerow in background.  (HNMA photo 1942 from Cultural Landscape 
Report, LCA 2000)
Figure 9. A large Osage orange stump in the Corner of the Middle and West Forties that is nearly 1-1/2 feet in diameter.  Note the sev-
eral smaller, surrounding dead stems.  These are well preserved sprouts from a presumed cutting of the hedge for posts in the 1920ʼs or 
1930ʼs. 9
Figure 10.  Large Osage orange stump in the Middle Forty.  It is nearly 2 feet in diameter.  Note the several smaller, surrounding sprouts.  
 So in summary of the CLR (LCA 2000) recommendations, first the woody plant invasion while not stopped has 
been nearly completely reduced.  It could be further reduced by purchasing the property to the south and removing the 
woody plant seed source adjacent to the hedge. Ongoing removals of invaders can also become part of the management 
process.  Secondly, the gaps have been identified and mapped and these gaps provide the best places to reestablish new 
Osage-orange plants.  Within the hedge segments, selective removals might allow for decreased light competition for new 
plantings.  A sample of any tree that is removed should be preserved for dating and interpretation in the the proposed heri-
tage center.
Adjacent Land Use Context
 The hedgerow provides important site functions for HNMA beyond that of historical interpretation but is also 
by adjacent land uses.  Storm water run off and erosion occur along or near portions of the hedgerow.   In the West Forty 
sheet runoff and erosion from the cropland to the south are buffered by the hedge and the surrounding riparian woodland 
before flowing against the diversion dike.  About three-hundred feet east of the bench mark at the southwest corner of the 
Middle Forty (in the vicinity of trees # 50-57) drainage from the adjacent cropland enters HNMA and runs west along the 
hedgerow.  In two locations, seven steel fence posts have been installed to temper the storm runoff flow. In spite of such 
measures, a gully of up to one and one-half feet in depth is exposing Osage-orange tree roots in the hedge (Figure 11).  
Fortunately, as the run off proceeds west, the slope diminishes and water slows and spreads out with no further damage. 
Between Tree 140 and 141 a grassed waterway empties onto HNMA and adjacent to Tree 188 another intermittent drain-
age channel intersects the hedgerow.  Erosion does not appear to be an issue in either of these cases.
 Sunlight competition with naturalizing woody species is limited due to removals.  In the densest portion of the 
hedgerow a strong intra-specific competitionexists between Osage-orange plants.  Where specimens have large crowns, 
shading results in weakened, shorter competitors.  Shading also benefits the exotic, smooth brome (Bromus inermis) 
growing between the hedge and prairie.  Prairie grasses do not tolerate shading such as occurs on the north side of the 
hedgerow,  while smooth brome is  more  tolerant.  Thus a reservoir of smooth brome resides next to and ready to in-
vade the prairie. 10
Figure 11.  Run off from adjacent cropland is eroding soil and exposing roots in the Middle Forty near Trees 50-57.
  One result from harvesting of posts is that all competition for light is set back temporarily to zero.  Weakened 
plants, however will not recover as fast and will eventually be overtopped again.  While not visible, root competition for 
moisture is also related to specimen size.  Larger Osage-orange plants will have a more efficient, extensive root system 
and be better adapted to extracting moisture. Temporary irrigation will be necessary in dry periods where any planting of 
new hedge plants occurs, to counteract the competition for moisture. 
 Moisture-sapping by tree roots also affects the adjacent prairie and cropland.  This problem has been one of the 
factors that is leading to the removal of many hedgerows in the Great Plains.  To counteract this problem specialized, root-
severing deep plow-shares have been used effectively along hedges.
 A reservoir of invading woody species is as near as any neighboring woody plant area.   The restored riparian area 
along Cub Creek, and the two the wildlife plantings just south of the Middle Forty are just three of the nearest ones.  Wind 
dispersed seeds such as green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica) and plains cottonwood (Populus deltoides) can be blown into 
hedgerows from greater distances, trapped, and then germinate.   Woody plant patches are attractive to birds and mam-
mals that use the areas for cover, and food.  Woody plants with attractive fruits such as Russian mulberry  (Morus alba 
tatarica), chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), eastern redcedar (Juniperus virginiana),  honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos) 
and hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) are readily spread by birds and rodents moving along the hedgerow corridor.
 The Osage-orange hedgerow corridor connects the prairie uplands and croplands with the riparian woodland.  
Resident and migrating birds depend on it for a safe travel route to maximize their use of seasonal resources.  Bobwhite 
quail (Colinus virginianus) in particular are afforded the advantages of such woody cover in winter, cropland for food all 
year round and nesting cover during late spring in the prairie adjacent to the hedge.  Whitetail deer (Odocoileus virginia-
nus) also benefit from the corridor in moving from woods to upland (see Figure 12). Management of the hedge with even 
temporary removals or cutting will interrupt this corridor.
 The boundary hedgerow still meets one of it original functions, that of demarcating the property boundary. The 
mature hedge also provides wind protection.  Most importantly it can be used as a visual barrier to protect against future 
land use changes to the south.  All across America, our local, state, and federal public lands set aside for  recreation, con-
servation and interpretation are being threatened by incompatible land uses.   Visual buffers such as the historic Osage 
hedgerow serve as a defense against such changes.  A “horse high, bull strong and pig tight  ʼhedgerow will 
probably not be 100 percent effective as a visual screen when maintained as lower, managed planting.  A wind-
break from the hot, dry winds of summer also requires more height than a traditionally maintained hedge.
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 Figure 12.  A deer path connects the hedgerow with adjacent wood cover in the Middle Forty.
 Controlling the management and land uses south of the hedgerow would be advantageous for the long term pres-
ervation and interpretation of the  HNMA site.  Additional width to the south of the existing fence line will be needed if 
re-established hedge plantings are to be maintained as a hedge using techniques from the 1880 sʼ.  The hedge width would 
be 20 to 25 feet wide at the base and tree width would extend 10-15 feet south of the property line. It is recommended 
that over time the property directly adjacent to the HNMA south boundary be acquired in fee simple title.  In the interim a 
conservation easement should be entered into for the management of adjacent woody plants, crop land run off and mainte-
nance access to the hedgerow. This means that the existing barbed wire fence should be relocated at least 100 feet south of 
the existing location.  A service road south of the hedgerow could then be accommodated for maintenance activities.
Hedgerow Interpretation Potential
 From uses by Native Americans to those of the pioneer, interpretation of hedges, and Osage-orange has strong 
thematic potential for the proposed heritage center to be located just east of the East Forty and only a few dozen yards 
north of the east end of the hedgerow.  This new and closer proximity to the hedge presents the potential to use the hedge 
in an active way to interpret the homesteading era.   Within the existing hedgerow, an interpretive story can be told by 
examination of embedded barbed wire, of prairie restoration and the tensions between woody plants and prairie for water 
and sunlight and of the ecological connection between birds and dispersal of woody plants in the hedgerow and prairie.  
Visitors could experience the prairie space and its panoramic view first as defined vistas from an overarching corridor of 
Osage-orange trees managed to grow to their full size.
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Proposed Management Activities and  Scheduling
Management Overview
 Management of a dynamic, living entity such as a hedgerow will be best served with flexible contingent objec-
tives.  These objectives should be designed so that specific goals are met.   
 Overall Project Statement: Provide the knowledge and direction for the sustainable 
  management of the historical extant Osage-orange hedgerow along the southern 
  boundary.
 Goals and Objectives 
  • Preserve the location and integrity of the Osage-orange hedgerow.
  • Identify and use “management units” of defined length where all plants will be 
     treated in similar fashion and at the same time.
  • Manage the hedgerow in a cost effective and sustainable manner.
  • Restore plantings to the existing gaps in the hedgerow.
  • Utilize the hedge in its traditional way as a boundary, but also as windbreak, 
     visual screen, wildlife habitat and interpretive structure.
  • Cycle clear-cuts over 12 of the 16 management units
Address Management Activities and Issues
 Manpower and skills
  Man power and skills required for management and maintenance should largely 
  be drawn from HNMA staff and volunteers.
  Where necessary, specific activities may be contracted (e.g. root plowing)
 Equipment and tools
  Specific tools
  Tools and numbers needed for hedgerow maintenance include at minimum
1. Power chainsaws (2)
 Note of caution: because imbedded barbed wire exists in trees throughout 
 the hedgerow, it is of extreme importance to carefully use chainsaws to 
 minimize damage to the saws and their operators.
2. Loppers (4 pair)
3. Ropes and grappling hooks (2)
4. Hand pruners (4 pair)
5. Chipper-shredder (may be rented)
6. 2.5lb to 3.5lb Canadian type felling axe with a 30” (760mm) handle (2 )
7. Metal broom rakes (3)
8. Bill Hooks (http://shop.btcv.org.uk/shop/level3/19/level)   (3)
9. General Pattern Brushing Hook 15” blade 36” handle (Bulldog 3812)   (3)
10. Leather, thorn-proof gauntlets (6 pair) 
 Following the recommended steps will be intensive enough management to keep the hedgerow in good condi-
tion.   In general, invading trees or shrubs can be removed at any time during shearing or plashing activities. The fifth year 
of shearing is a good time to remove invading trees or shrubs. The other schemes described are more akin to individual 
management of landscape plantings for which only broad objectives are set and much reliance is made on the individual 
making the pruning decisions.
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Monitoring methods 
 Depending on the schemes chosen for managing the hedgerow.  Those areas of the hedge undergoing rehabilita-
tion or planting  can be observed in the routine yearly maintenance.  
 Features to be noted are:
1. The fencerow should be walked and observed twice a year.  In September (in leaf) and in March (in 
dormancy). Locate any dead Osage-orange or dead limbs, then determine the cause and remove the dead 
material.
2. Diseases and insects can attack Osage-orange but are only rarely serious.
3. Observe infestations of invading woody plants.  These can be removed every fifth year as shearing 
proceeds.
4. These observations can be noted on an extension of the data sheets (Appendix 2) and can serve as the 
basis for the next yearʼs maintenance activities.
 Season
1. The best season for intensive hedging activities is March 1 through May 1
2. Additional light pruning and shaping can occur during the summer or fall
3. Planting should occur in the spring before May 15.
 Integration with other resource management activities
The major season for working on the hedgerow will be spring.  This may need to be coordinated with prairie burns or 
units with contracted clear-cuts.
 Scale of management
Hedgerow management for three-quarters of a mile of hedgerow is a labor intensive and extensive activity.  Where work 
on sections of hedgerow extends beyond 60-70 yards and depending on the stem density of the Osage-orange, hedge 
work may need to be phased over several years.  In any case, hedging is not like arboreal care for individual trees.  Since 
a hedge is by definition a conglomerate of individual plants it will need to be treated as a whole.  One of the outcomes of 
this management plan will be the identification of useful management units.
 Propagation
While it is apparent from phenological clues like fall leaf coloration that the Freeman hedgerow was planted from several 
distinctive seed sources (and probably over several years).  Seed collection still should be made from Osage-orange speci-
mens in the Freeman hedgerow to maintain a similarity of genetic type.  
• The fruits should be collected from along the hedgerow soon after they drop in the fall, placed in gunnysacks, 
and stored in a moist area for several months until they ferment.  Macerate the fruits and separate the seeds 
from the pulp by floating in a tank.   Seeds should readily germinate after such a treatment.   One bushel of fruit 
will yield about 1-1/2 lbs or about 25,000 seeds.   Seeds will remain largely viable for up to 3 years if sealed in 
containers and kept at 41° F.
•A slight tendency for dormancy can be overcome by soaking the seeds in cold water for 48 hours before 
planting.  This is especially true for spring seeding.   Fall seedings donʼt require any pre-treatment, but should 
be mulched.   Germination varies, but should be around 50%.  Spring seeding should be in nursery beds and 
covered with 1/4 to 1/2 inches of firmed soil.   It is not recommend the hedgerow be directly seeded.
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Figure 13.  The Osage-orange fruit ripens in early fall.
•Budding and grafting can also be used to vegetatively reproduce Osage-orange. Seedlings grown out and 
potted in #3 or # 5 nursery containers can be chip budded in early spring before leaf flush.  This type of propa-
gation is most useful for increasing plants with specific characteristics.  For example it may be desirable to 
propagate the thornless male (fruitless) Osage-orange found in the hedge for use as appropriate landscape shade 
trees at the new heritage center.   
• The disadvantage of grafting is the rootstock will shoot out thorny stems.   A better, but more difficult method 
involves propagation from pencil-sized dormant cuttings taken in February or early March or softwood cutting 
taken in late May or Early June.  Treat these cuttings with rooting hormone to create plants growing on their 
own rootstocks.   An alternate to stem cuttings is to dig out in March and place a section of cigar-sized root 
place in a greenhouse propagation bench and plant it out when roots and shoots have emerged.  Rooted cuttings 
should be grown into planting size stock (1-2” caliper) in #3 or #5 containers or placed in field rows.   Nursery 
practice for spacing and producing 1”-2” caliper sized trees should allow for planting in rows accessible by a 
tree spade.  For containerized plants, pots set into empty pots already embedded the ground are an alternative.  
This “pot-in-pot” production technique requires supplemental drip irrigation.
• Careful pre-planting, site preparation, and planting are crucial for establishing Osage-orange trees.
• The late summer before planting, a strip two feet wide and as long as the planting area should be sprayed 
with Round-Up™. After herbaceous plant dieback a layer of compost or leaf-mold should be spread and then 
a dense layer of at least 8 pages of newspaper should be pinned with nails over the composted strip.   This is to 
be left until planting season in March or early April.  A section of snow fence could be placed upright 
along the north side of the planting strip to capture winter snow drifting and extra moisture.  
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• Year 1 Individual plants should be carefully extracted from their containers placed in a hole and watered to 
settle the soil.  Their root collars should be at or slightly above the surrounding ground.  In extreme drought, 
pre-dig the hole and fill them at least two times the day before planting. Form a small dish around the tree with 
excess soil.  Do not remove any of what may be left of the newspaper.  If the newspaper is all rotted away, cut 
two, 1  ʼby 2  ʼpieces of tarpaper, notch along the long side and place them next to the stem as a weed barrier. 
Mulch the strip with 2-3 inches of Osage-orange woodchips or 3-4 inches of other woodchips. Depending on 
weather conditions, water often enough to keep the soil moist around the tree.  For example 5 gallons of water 
every week during the first summer of establishments should be adequate (depending on weather).  Do not 
plant more length of hedge than it is able to be maintained.  Deer may browse tender new shoots, so wire cages 
maybe needed for the first couple of years until the plant is established.  These can be made by making and 
staking 8  ʼhigh cylinders 1 to 1-1/2  ʼin diameter from light gauge reinforcing wire.  
Pruning 
 (Refer to Figures 5-6 and Figures 14-24 below) To form a dense hedge, pruning for newly planted Osage-or-
ange should not begin until plants are established which is about two years after planting.
• Year  3  (spring)  The first pruning cuts should completely remove the top to leave 3-4 nodes.  Excess trim-
mings must be removed from the site should be burned or chipped and  used as mulch.  
• Year 4 (spring) Several shoots should have emerged from the small stump left by initial pruning.  The 3-4 
shoots closest to the ground should be carefully pulled to the ground and stapled horizontal using metal staples 
such as recommend for attaching erosion control matting (available from ASP Enterprises, Inc, 9840 S. 140th 
Street Suites 5 & 6, Omaha, NE, 68138).  Any central stems should be woven forward (uphill) along the hedge-
row into and around the neighboring plant.   This weaving should be held below 18  ʼfrom the ground.  
 
• Year 4 (summer) Early the following summer after this initial cut and weaving, shear any shoot taller than 18 
inches from the ground.   
• Year 5  (spring) The next year in the spring weave any new shoots (called plashers) uphill into the neighbor-
ing plants  ʼshoots staying below 3ʼ.  Thick, vigorous shoots may require cutting on the side toward which the 
shoot is bent.  This cut can be done by creating shallow notches on both sides of the stem with the bill hook in 
the direction it is to be plashed.  These cuts should not exceed incising the plasher by more than one-quarter of 
its diameter and for a length about 2-3 times the diameter.  There needs to still be about 40-50% of bark at-
tached on the two uncut sides or the plasher will die.  (Figure 21)
• Year 5 (summer) In early summer shearing should occur at 3  ʼabove the ground.   Also at this time as shearing 
proceeds, any invading shrubs and tree shoots should be removed.
• Year 6 (spring) This is where hedging a thorny plant like Osage-orange gets nasty.   Be sure to wear thorn re-
sistant clothing (e.g., leather chaps and gauntlets).  Weave central plashers into the neighboring plant below 5ʼ.  
At this point plashers will likely have become too stout to easily bend to weave. So use the bill hooks and the 
notching technique described above.   If plashers have sprouted side branches making them difficult to weave,  
use the bill hooks to remove those side branches completely. 
• Year 6 (summer) Shear the hedge by starting at the ground ten feet from the hedge center and projecting a 
diagonal line to a point 6  ʼabove the hedge centerline.  Shear all shoots above that line.
• Year  7 and beyond.  Continue early summer shearing 1-2 inches above the diagonal visualized and used in 
Year 6.
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Figures 14-24.  Hedging details year by year.
 To control the sapping from Osage-orange tree roots, employ a special plow (available on loan from the Nebraska 
Game and Parks Commission) or purchase from (ACI Distributors 3220 New Town Blvd.  St. Charles, MO  63301-7304 
It has a heavy duty single shank ripper to use as hedgerow  root cutter.  Large 30” shank for deep  soil penetration, up 
to 24” working depth.  A replaceable wear strip and  point, and its 31” frame fits Cat. I,  Cat. II hitches.  Its cutting point 
is made from long-wearing,  high-carbon steel and has a replaceable shear pin. It is recommended that the root plow be 
pulled by a minimum 30 hp  tractor.  
 This plow makes one pass along the hedgerow at the outside edge of the trees  ʼcanopies. On downhill sections the 
plow should be angled slightly toward the hedgerow and keep itʼs sections of plowing to 40-50 feet.  This avoids potential 
for initiating gully erosion. Plowing to sever the trees outer roots should occur every 5 years.  Where planting is slated to 
occur in open section of the hedge with no existing trees, it is recommended that the plow be used to sever roots at both 
ends.  The plow should cut perpendicular to the hedge about 10 feet from the nearest trees.
Impact of management activities
 The only chemical that should be used in or along the hedgerow is Roundup™ or approved chemicals for noxious 
herbaceous weed control.   Under no circumstances is Tordon recommended because of its highly non-selective nature, 
carryover, and root absorption and release.  
 The large amount of smooth brome adjacent to the hedgerow is very problematic.  The brome does better in the 
shade of the hedgerow than prairie.  A diligent effort should be made to reduce and remove smooth brome in the zone be-
tween hedge and prairie.   As schemes are a selected for the hedge then mowing and mulching may work to create a more 
acceptable plant zone between hedgerow and prairie.   Use of a limestone chip pathway like exists now along a portion of 
the hedge will also work double duty as a backfire barrier.
Figure 25.  Burning bases of Osage-orange plants is detrimental to the plantʼs growth and survival.
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 Like most woody plants Osage orange does not rebound well from fire. Occasional burned branch tips are accept-
able, but the hedge should be buffered from fire getting at the base of the trees (Figure 25).
Management units
 This is first a philosophical but also a practical issue.  Is the hedgerow to be managed as individual specimens or 
as a group?  (E.g., Do you manage the individual deer or the deer herd?) It is recommended that the hedgerow be handled 
in management units and those units marked permanently.  Management units will bring flexibility to planning yearly 
work and readjusting the emphasis of hedging activities.   Management units also reflect the difference in uses, priorities, 
location and timing of maintenance.
Alternative Management Schemes
 Several approaches can meet the stated objectives of preserving and rehabilitating and managing the Osage-or-
ange hedgerow on the Homestead National Monument of America.
Scheme 1:  Infill and rejuvenate
 The simplest and most straight forward scheme for managing the hedgerow would be to  propagate specimens and 
replant to fill its gaps, cut and rejuvenate certain key plants and allow the hedge plants to become trees like is seen with 
most hedgerows in southeast Nebraska, or eastern Kansas.  While relatively simple to accomplish and less labor intensive 
over the long term,  it misses the opportunity to interpret the hedgerow as a historic structure in context with the Freeman 
homestead in particular and many eastern Great Plains homesteads in general.
Scheme 2:  Scheme 1  + Mimic 1870ʼs management+ Clear-cut rotation and post harvesting
 One possible way to address the need for interpretation as well as long-term management of the hedgerow is to 
follow Scheme 1 for the greatest length of the hedgerow but in close proximity to the proposed heritage center establish a 
section of hedge using the old methods and then interpret it.  The best place would be in the area between Trees numbered 
250 and 246, a distance of approximately 170 feet.
Scheme 3:  Integrate management and expand interpretation
 A more ambitious plan would be to center a portion of the proposed heritage center interpretive space around the 
theme of hedgerows in general and how they were specifically adapted to settling the eastern Great Plains.  Scheme 3 
would be in addition to Scheme 2.  
       
       Potential Interpretation Exhibits and Themes
 Ancient hedges in Britain and Normandy
      Describe the old and existing hedges and hedging plants and practices of Britain and Normandy.
 Pioneer fences  
      The 2000 Cultural Landscape Report (LCA 2000) noted opportunities to interpret the fencing types 
      used on the Great Plains where wood was scarce.  Osage-orange use changed from hedge to post 
      production and may have been one of the reasons that hedges were allowed to grow to taller 
      heights.  The use of Osage-orange and barbed wire as intertwined.  This exhibit could contain 
      both indoor and outdoor elements.
 Hedging plants for the prairies
      The  proposed heritage centerʼs landscape could contain specimens of a wide range of plants tried 
      for hedges.
 Geography of hedges and frontier settlement
      Create a map of those areas (like central Illinois, Missouri and eastern Nebraska and Kansas)   that 
      had and now have hedgerows.  Compare to date of settlement.
 Hedge removal 
      Describe the ongoing removal of hedgerows in Britain and the US and their environmental and 
      cultural impacts.
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 A natural history of the Osage-orange
      While barbed wire may have been designed to mimic Osage-orange thorns, the natural history of this tree is 
      interesting including its habitat and botanical characteristics.
 Osage-orange comes to town: Thornless male cultivars 
      A number of male (fruitless) and thornless cultivars are coming on the market. These could make 
      excellent  landscape trees for shading and wind protection at the proposed heritage  center.
 A home for wildlife
      Hedgerows provide cover, corridors and food for many wildlife species such as quail, songbirds, 
      squirrels, rabbits and deer (also hedgehogs).
 Osage-orange products and uses
      From arrow shafts to bows and war clubs the Osage-orange was valued and used by native 
      Americans.  Settlers too used the wood for posts and axle hubs.  Today, pile-drivers blunt their 
      impacts by using “Bow dʼarc” blocks.
Management Plan
 The management plan (Appendix 4) for the Osage-orange hedgerow at Homestead National Monument of Amer-
ica restores and rehabilitates most sections of the historic hedge.   Full implementation of the proposed plan can not occur 
without control of the adjacent property to a minimum additional distance of 100 feet south of the existing south property 
line.   For purposes of planning, implementation, interpretation and maintenance the hedgerow was divided into 17 Man-
agement units.  Management Unit 1 begins at the east end and Management Unit 17 ends at the west end.   Each manage-
ment unit will be described below and priorities recommended.
Management Unit 1
This unit will provide an important connection between the new heritage center and the restored prairie.   Some replant-
ing will be needed to fill in the gaps that exist between trees.   More importantly the existing trees and newly planted ones 
should be pruned so as to provide an arched canopy over a new limestone chipped pathway (See Figures 26-27).  The 
length of the Unit is approximately 170 feet.  It follows the top of a broad ridge and to its north side is a large pocket of 
brome grass.
 
Figure  26.  Management Unit 1 from the east end looking west as it now exists.
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Figure  27 .  Management Unit 1 after pruning and pathway placement.  Overarching branches should be prunned to 7  ʼabove the 
ground.
 It is suggested for brome control, spatial control and prairie interpretation that a shrub edge be restored including 
species such as wild plum, chokecherry, sumac, and rough twig dogwood.  Three trees to be added for gap infill should be 
left as trees and pruned to arch over the path.
Management Unit 2
 At the end of the broad overarching mature Osage-orange, another 170 foot management unit is to begin.  This 
unit will be a complete replanting of the hedge and should be maintained in the style of a pioneer hedge with a triangu-
lar cross-section. Sheared plashers should be kept at a height of 7-8 feet. The hedge is to be interpreted in the first 10-15 
feet.  After the first 15 feet, the pathway will turn to the northwest and the visitor will be confronted with his or her first 
sweeping overview of the prairie.  The path is to continue on to the north and west intersect the existing path. This 
unit will require extensive replanting and the existing three trees within it are to be cut to the ground and incorporated in 
the plashing activities. Forty-three trees to be added for gap infill and are to be hedged following recommendations shown 
in Figures 14-24.
Management Units 3-15
 These units average a distance of 200 feet and the gaps within them are to be in-filled with Osage-orange trees 
grown at the HNMA on site nursery.  Trees adjacent to the gaps are to be cut to the ground and allowed to stump sprout.  
They will provide practice for training plashers before actual hedging begins. Cutting these trees will reduce the light 
competition for newly planted ones.  Also it is recommended that a north to south root plowing sever the roots competing 
for moisture.   At some future point after all gaps have been planted, it is suggested that each management unit be clear-
cut for posts and allowed to stump sprout.  This clear-cutting for posts can mimic the type of management  happening in 
many hedgerows today.  It could also be a sustainable source of profit from the sale of posts to help finance maintenance 
activities. Clear-cutting one unit every 5 years would put the entire hedgerow on a 60 year rotation.
Management Unit 16 
 This unit should have its gaps planted and then be released from all further maintenance activities including 
invading plant removal.   This management unit will serve as a baseline and replicate the type of maintenance (i.e., no 
maintenance) now done on many miles of Great Plains hedgerow. 
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Management Unit 17 
 This unit is perhaps the most difficult unit with which to deal.  It is rapidly being engulfed and overtopped by the 
Cub Creek riparian woodland.  At present rates of encroachment the Osage-orange will disappear in fifty years.  Because 
the historic hedgerow was planted for the entire length of the south boundary (3/4 of a mile) it is not recommended that 
1/3  (i.e., the West Forty) of it be abandoned to woodland.  Since this is in a seldom visited or seen area, it is recommend-
ed that a 40 foot swath of woodland be removed and the existing hedge be replanted.  Replanting is not a high priority 
if the extant Osage-orange trees are saved.  The woodland should be keep at bay and planted to a shrub  transition zone.  
Every 20 to 25 years invading trees would still need to be removed.
Table 2  Number of trees to be added by Management Unit
Mgt. Unit New Trees
1 3
2 43 (hedged)
3 6
4 8
5 3
6 4
7 3
8 9
9 3
10 9
11 3
12 0
13 3
14 8
15 2
16 10
Total 114
Summary and Recommendations
The historic Osage-orange hedgerow planted by Daniel Freeman is one of the few structures left from the time of his 
original land claim.  It already serves as a boundary, windbreak and wildlife connector, but could be replenished and man-
aged to further the interpretation of this historic site.  All maintenance activities should be documneted with photographs 
and/or videotapes for interpretation and tomaintain a detailed record of activities.
7-Year Management Plan Recommendations (As yearly tasks)
Year 1
 • Select from either schemes 1, 2, or 3 presented above.
 • Pursue the acquisition by easement (then at some later date by fee simple purchase) the cropland south of 
     HNMA and  adjacent to the hedgerow to provide buffer, visual protection and maintenance access.      
 • Stake out Management Units
 • Begin budgeting for the long-term replanting of hedgerow gaps
  Budgeting manpower
  Budgeting equipment
 • Establish nursery production area for the Osage-orange plantings
 • Collect fruit and extract seed
 • Begin coordination of hedgerow with new heritage center interpretive consultant
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Year 2
 • Begin path canopy pruning in Mgt. Unit 1
 • Begin Osage orange production
 • Acquire equipment
 • Acquire 100  ʼEasement on south property
 • Place new fence (with recycled materials e.g., Osage orange fence posts) on south boundary of Easement.
 • Root plow the south side of hedge
 • Cut the three trees in Mgt Unit 2 and use for hedging practice.
 • Continue nursery production practice
Year 3
 • Remove all woody plants within the easement; regrade as needed for drainage and access road. 
  Seed to native grasses and forbs 
  (Note: Do not remove, but save and propagate the thornless male clone south of fence at 750 feet.)
 • Select Mgt Unit and plan for first clear-cut.  (Note: Clear-cut should be staged and handled from 
        south side of hedge utilizing new maintenace access road thus staying off the Freeman site.)
 • Continue nursery production practice Place trees needed for Mgt Unit 1 into # 5 containers
Year 4
 • Construct path in Mgt Unit 1.  (Coordinate with interpretive paths from new heritage center)
 • Prepare planting site for Mgt. Unit 1
 • Continue nursery production practice. Place trees needed for Mgt Unit 2 into # 5 containers
 • First Mgt Unit clearcut (private contractor)
Year 5
 • Plant trees in Mgt Unit 1
 • Prepare site for Mgt Unit 2
 • Continue nursery production practice
Year 6
 • Plant trees in Mgt Unit 2
 • Maintain trees in Mgt Unit 1
 • Continue nursery production practice.
Year 7 and beyond
 • Continue nursery production practice
 • Begin hedge maintenance of Mgt. Unit 2
 • Planting of other Mgt Units as planting stock becomes available
 • Begin cut back of forest in Mgt. Unit 17
 • Plan next clear-cut Mgt Unit
23
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Appendix 1  Tree Data
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Appendix 3  Tree Core Data
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Appendix 4  Way Points
 (Note: These locations show a wide variation and are not considered accurate for field location of individual trees.)
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Tree Number Latitude         Longitude Tree Number Latitude         Longitude Tree Number Latitude         Longitude
1 N40° 17.080ʼ  W96° 50.456ʼ 55 .079ʼ                 .199ʼ 109 .078ʼ                 .095ʼ
2 .079ʼ                 .460ʼ 56 .077ʼ                 .200ʼ 110 .080ʼ                 .090ʼ
3 .081ʼ                 .457ʼ 57 .076ʼ                 .197ʼ 111 .078ʼ                 .093ʼ
4 .081ʼ                 .457ʼ 58 .080ʼ                 .195ʼ 112 .080ʼ                 .088
5 .080ʼ                 .453ʼ 59 .080ʼ                 .190ʼ 113 .079ʼ                 .089ʼ
6 .078ʼ                 .446ʼ 60 Missing 114 .077ʼ                 .089ʼ
7 .078ʼ                 .440ʼ 61 .070ʼ                 .190ʼ 115 .077ʼ                 .080ʼ
8 .081ʼ                 .428ʼ 62 .080ʼ                 .188ʼ 116 .078ʼ                 .079
9 .078ʼ                 .408ʼ 63 .079ʼ                 .182ʼ 117 .080ʼ                 .075ʼ
10 .080ʼ                 .399ʼ 64 .080ʼ                 .182ʼ 118 .078ʼ                 .070
11 .084ʼ                 .396ʼ 65 .079ʼ                 .181ʼ 119 .077ʼ                 .071ʼ
12 .077ʼ                 .369ʼ 66 .083ʼ                 .179ʼ 120 .078ʼ                 .068
13 .083ʼ                 .363ʼ 67 .083ʼ                 .169ʼ 121 .080ʼ                 .068ʼ
14 .079ʼ                 .363ʼ 68 .084ʼ                 .174ʼ 122 .080ʼ                 .069ʼ
15 .077ʼ                 .359ʼ 69 .080ʼ                 .173ʼ 123 .081ʼ                 .064ʼ
16 .079ʼ                 .355ʼ 70 .080ʼ                 .168ʼ 124 .078ʼ                 .069ʼ
17 .080ʼ                 .355ʼ 71 .084ʼ                 .170ʼ 125 .078ʼ                 .064ʼ
18 .081ʼ                 .343ʼ 72 .079ʼ                 .165ʼ 126 .079ʼ                 .061ʼ
19 .076ʼ                 .342ʼ 73 .079ʼ                 .163ʼ 127 .078ʼ                 .060ʼ
20 .075ʼ                 .324ʼ 74 .079ʼ                 .160ʼ 128 .081ʼ                 .043ʼ
21 .080ʼ                 .323ʼ 75 .079ʼ                 .165ʼ 129 .079ʼ                 .036ʼ
22 .079ʼ                 .321ʼ 76 .080ʼ                 .161ʼ 130 .080ʼ                 .035ʼ
23 .082ʼ                 .297ʼ 77 .081ʼ                 .161ʼ 131 .083ʼ                 .037ʼ
24 .080ʼʼ                 .296ʼ 78 .080ʼ                 .057ʼ 118 .078ʼ                 .070ʼ
25 .081ʼ                 .297ʼ 79 .080ʼ                 .154ʼ 132 N40° 17.084ʼ     W96° 50.024ʼ
26 .079ʼ                 .296ʼ 80 .080ʼ                 .152ʼ 133 .080ʼ                 .020ʼ
27 .080ʼ                 .289ʼ 81 .082ʼ                 .152ʼ 134 .080ʼ                 .017ʼ
28 .080ʼ                 .283ʼ 82 .081ʼ                 .149ʼ 135 .079ʼ                 .007ʼ
29 .078ʼ                 .281ʼ 83 .08.ʼ                 .143ʼ 136 .080ʼ                 .005
30 .080ʼ                 .278ʼ 84 .080ʼ                 .147ʼ 137 .080ʼ                 .004ʼ
31 .081ʼ                 .281ʼ 85 .079ʼ                 .141ʼ 138 .079ʼ                 .001ʼ
32 .080ʼ                 .279ʼ 86 .080ʼ                 .138ʼ 139 .076ʼ                 .001ʼ
33 .079ʼ                 .266ʼ 87 .080ʼ                 .134ʼ 140 N40° 17.096ʼ     W96° 49.995ʼ
34 .079ʼ                 .266ʼ 88 .079ʼ                 .138ʼ 141 .077ʼ                 .981ʼ
35 .082ʼ                 .265ʼ 89 .079ʼ                 .132ʼ 142 .080ʼ                 .975ʼ
36 .082ʼ                 .275ʼ 90 .078ʼ                 .130ʼ 143 .080ʼ                 .976ʼ
37 .079ʼ                 .263ʼ 91 .080ʼ                 .134ʼ 144 .075ʼ                 .968ʼ
38 .086ʼ                 .265ʼ 92 .080ʼ                 .125ʼ 145 .080ʼ                 .967ʼ
39 .080ʼ                 .257ʼ 93 .079ʼ                 .127ʼ 146 .077ʼ                 .968
40 .080ʼ                 .256ʼ 94 .079ʼ                 .123ʼ 147 .080ʼ                 .964ʼ
41 missing 95 .080ʼ                 .124 148 .079ʼ                 .962ʼ
42 .079ʼ                 .251ʼ 96 .077ʼ                 .122ʼ 149 .080ʼ                 .961ʼ
43 .079ʼ                 .248ʼ 97 .080ʼ                 .119ʼ 150 .078ʼ                 .957ʼ
44 .080ʼ                 .240ʼ 98 .081ʼ                 .119ʼ 151 .080ʼ                 .958ʼ
45 .078ʼ                 .225ʼ 99 .078ʼ                 .115ʼ 152 .080ʼ                 .957
46 .077ʼ                 .228ʼ 100 .078ʼ                 .120ʼ 153 .078ʼ                 .950ʼ
47 .077ʼ                 .225ʼ 101 .077ʼ                 .115 154 .080ʼ                 .951ʼ
48 .078ʼ                 .219ʼ 102 .087ʼ                 .109 155 .078ʼ                 .942ʼ
49 N 40° 171.082ʼ   W 96°5.218ʼ 103 .097ʼ                 .103 156 .081ʼ                 .946ʼ
50 .081ʼ                 .215ʼ 104 .082ʼ                 .108ʼ 157 .082ʼ                 .942ʼ
51 .079ʼ                 .217 105 ..079ʼ                 .101 158 .077ʼ                 .939
52 .080ʼ                 .218ʼ 106 .083ʼ                 .103ʼ 159 .078ʼ                 .936ʼ
53 .080ʼ                 .204ʼ 107 .077ʼ                 .103ʼ 160 .079ʼ                 .933ʼ
54 .077ʼ                 .203ʼ 108 .081ʼ                 .095ʼ 161 .079ʼ                 .927ʼ
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Tree Number Latitude         Longitude Tree Number Latitude         Longitude
162 Missing 215 .079ʼ                 .805ʼ
163 .079ʼ                 .926ʼ 216 .078ʼ                 .806ʼ
164 .076ʼ                 .915ʼ 217 .079ʼ                 .803ʼ
165 .077ʼ                 .913ʼ 218 .079ʼ                 .807ʼ
166 .079ʼ                 .903 219 .079ʼ                 .803ʼ
BM .080ʼ                 .909ʼ 220 .076ʼ                 .806ʼ
167 .076ʼ                 .908ʼ 221 .075ʼ                 .803ʼ
168 .079ʼ                 .906 222 .082ʼ                 .796ʼ
169 .079ʼ                 .902ʼ 223 .081ʼ                 .799ʼ
170 .079ʼ                 .900ʼ 224 .080ʼʼ                 .790ʼ
171 .079ʼ                 .901ʼ 225 .078ʼ                 .792ʼ
172 .081ʼ                 .899ʼ 226 .082ʼ                 .786ʼ
173 .078ʼ                 .896ʼ 227 .079ʼ                 .774ʼ
174 .078ʼ                 .895ʼ 228 .078ʼ                 .790ʼ
175 .081ʼ                 .888ʼ 229 .079ʼ                 .793ʼ
176 .086ʼ                 .881ʼ 230 N. 40°17.080ʼ     W.96° 49.758ʼ
177 .079ʼ                 .883ʼ 231 .080ʼ                 .756ʼ
178 .077ʼ                 .880ʼ 232 .080ʼ                 .752ʼ
179 .079ʼ                 .878ʼ 233 .079ʼ                 .753ʼ
180 .079ʼ                 .877 234 .080ʼ                 .751ʼ
181 .077ʼ                 .876ʼ 235 .080ʼ                 .749ʼ
182 .078ʼ                 .865ʼ 236 .080ʼ                 .749ʼ
183 .077ʼ                 .872ʼ 237 .082ʼ                 .748ʼ
184 .077ʼ                 .871ʼ 238 .081ʼ                 .746ʼ
185 .076ʼ                 .863ʼ BM .084ʼ                 .744ʼ
186 .075ʼ                 .868ʼ 239 .081ʼ                 .739ʼ
187 .078ʼ                 .863ʼ 240 .081ʼ                 .738ʼ
188 .080ʼ                 .0861ʼ 241 .079ʼ                 .732ʼ
189 .082ʼ                 .847ʼ 242 .079ʼ                 .729ʼ
190 .079ʼ                 .841ʼ 243 .081ʼ                 .726
191 .079ʼ                 .845ʼ 244 .081ʼ                 .721ʼ
192 .082ʼ                 .843ʼ 245 .081ʼ                 .719ʼ
193 .083ʼ                 .842ʼ 246 .081ʼ                 .718ʼ
194 .087                  .844 247 .081ʼ                 .711ʼ
195 .083ʼ                 .839ʼ 248 .082ʼ                 .690ʼ
196 .083ʼ                 .836ʼ 249 .082ʼ                 .688ʼ
197 .082ʼ                 .835ʼ 250 .081ʼ                 .681ʼ
198 .078ʼ                 .833ʼ 251 .081ʼ                 .672ʼ
199 .074ʼ                 .834ʼ 252 .081ʼ                 .673ʼ
200 .085ʼ                 .832ʼ 253 .082ʼ                 .667ʼ
201 .080ʼ                 .843ʼ 254 .082ʼ                 .668ʼ
202 .075ʼ                 .837ʼ 255 .082ʼ                 .659ʼ
203 .080ʼ                 .823ʼ 256 .080ʼ                 .658ʼ
204 .078ʼ                 .828ʼ 257 .081ʼ                 .653ʼ
205 .083ʼ                 .829ʼ 258 .080ʼ                 .648ʼ
206 .085ʼ                 .824ʼ 259 .082ʼ                 .641ʼ
207 .080ʼ                 .824ʼ 260 .080ʼ                 .640ʼ
208 .080ʼ                 .823ʼ 261 .081ʼ                 .638ʼ
209  .080ʼ               .813ʼ 262 .080ʼ                 .639ʼ
210 .081ʼ                 .818ʼ 263 .081ʼ                 .637ʼ
211 .080ʼ                 .817ʼ 264 .081ʼ                 .634ʼ
212 .080ʼ                 .815ʼ 265 .081ʼ                 .629ʼ
213 .078ʼ                 .814ʼ 266 .081ʼ                 .628ʼ
214 .079ʼ                 .806ʼ 267 .081ʼ                 .625ʼ
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Appendix 5  Management Units
